Ultrastructure of cat superior vestibular commissural neurons.
The ultrastructure of the feline superior vestibular commissural neurons (CNs) was studied after labeling by contralateral injection of horseradish peroxidase. These small spindle-shaped cells are found in clusters oriented in a rostrocaudal, dorsoventral or lateromedial direction. The CNs have a cleft nucleus, with the majority of nerve terminals contacting the CN near the emergence of polar dendrites. Polarization of the afferent synaptic profiles suggests a bidirectional nature of inputs to CNs by the vestibular nerve, contralateral CNs, and/or cerebellar systems. One type of labeled cell does not conform to this pattern, instead resembling a vestibulo-ocular neuron. Hence, it may function as a commissural and a vestibulo-ocular neuron. Characterization of different types of synapses, based on the size and eccentricity of their synaptic vesicles, indicates a continuum rather than separate populations. Volume fraction of intracellular organelles showed a larger volume fraction percent of polyribosomes in larger cells. Since this organelle is involved with protein synthesis, this finding may indicate that larger CNs have a more extensive dendritic tree.